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Great battery life, stellar audio quality, active noise cancellation. The #FreelacePro has got them all, and at an affordable price! Check out @Pocketnow's full review: tinyurl.com/y37256u3

Meet Zhang Buyang, a machine vision engineer who gives machines "eyes" to solve technology problems. #WeAreHuawei

Doctor Helps Machines See
To find new solutions, we must face life's challenges. So, instead of...

The #FreelacePro is a stand out pair of wireless headphones, with active noise cancellation, an IP55 rating, and impressive 24-hour battery life. See what else stood out to Pocketnow. https://tinyurl.com/y37256u3
Holiday promotion updated: Registration and submissions to AppGallery through UDP have been extended to 3:59 PM UTC December 24th. 85% revenue share, entry into... See More
Want to know what Christmas sounds like around the world? Turn up your volume. That’s how we #StayConnected. #Huawei #StayTogether

It’s a big world out there. #HuaweiPhotography

For Timothy Rono, the #DigiTruck was a chance to learn new digital literacy skills to help in his future career. #Tech4All
The holidays are here! How are your decorations looking? #HuaweiPhotography

#VR is about more than headsets and games – industries well beyond gaming are using the technology for truly revolutionary applications. How? Let us Techsplained. https://tinyurl.com/y8v6yhcd
Our #SeedsForTheFuture year-end celebration is live now! Don't miss out on motivational speeches from Huawei Corporate Senior Vice President Catherine Chen & h... See More